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1.0 Introduction

The Systems Engineering and Production Directorate (SEPD) has the mission and function of evaluating new technologies and determining the impacts of same on the producibility and supportability of AMCOM missile systems. The Manufacturing Science and Technology Division within SEPD is conducting research in several key product/process areas to support AMCOM systems. Engineering support was needed to transfer new product/process technologies to the industrial base for applications that reduce AMCOM systems cost and cycle time.

AMCOM required engineering support in performing technology transfer of three specific technologies. The Systems Management and Production Laboratory at The University of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH) Research Institute (RI) was tasked to provide this engineering support and technology capability.

2.0 Objective

The objective of this research task was to develop a technology transfer mechanism to disseminate findings of the SEPD Manufacturing Science and Technology Division to key players within the defense industry. Investigation of the most appropriate electronic media was required, along with the development of a software interface to enhance user interaction.

3.0 Statement of Work

The statement of work, as outlined in delivery order 26, was as follows:

UAH shall provide the resources required to perform the efforts described in this statement of work. This effort encompasses aviation and missile manufacturing technologies, computer tools and processes for secure manufacturing data sharing over the Internet, multi-media data presentation on compact disk, and engineering analysis of data compression techniques for missile guidance.

3.1 Computer tools and processes for secure manufacturing data sharing. UAH shall develop new secure information system techniques and software tools to demonstrate electronic collaboration concepts. The Internet shall be used as the networking medium to integrate geographically distributed teams. Secure data transfer utilities shall be developed and demonstrated along with utilities for server management, multi-media data presentation, and multi-function databases. Efforts shall be limited to the Manufacturing Science and Technology Division’s computer network.
3.2 *Multi-media data presentation on compact disk for technology transfer.* UAH shall develop a computer compact disk to present Manufacturing Technology (MANTECH) data in multi-media format (video, text, images, and interactive links to Internet sites). The Government will provide MANTECH data for 20 projects, and UAH shall convert the data into multi-media formats and develop the utilities necessary for user-friendly viewing on standard personal computers. Approximately two hundred disks shall be provided for distribution.

3.3 *Engineering analysis of data compression techniques for missile guidance.* UAH shall support a Government-hosted workshop on data compression to provide data analysis, coordination of research materials, and distribution of materials on a computer compact disk. Approximately one hundred disks shall be provided for distribution to workshop attendees.

4.0 **Technology Transfer Activities**

The work performed on Tasks 3.1 and 3.2 were completed and delivered to the Manufacturing Science and Technology Division on CD-ROM under separate cover. The work performed on Task 3.3 led directly to the Workshop on Data Compression Techniques, which was held at the Sparkman Center Auditorium in Huntsville, Alabama. The objective of this workshop was to review the progress of data compression technologies applicable to DoD weapon systems.

5.0 **Conclusion and Recommendations**

During the time frame allocated by the delivery order, members of the UAH Systems Management and Production Lab, with the cooperation of representatives from AMCOM SEPD, performed an analysis and evaluation of data compression technologies and technology transfer methodologies. Results of these efforts were presented at a locally held workshop. Detailed findings can be found in the proceedings of that workshop, which was compiled by UAH and delivered under separate cover.